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The role of oxygen in hydrogen sensing by a platinum-gate silicon carbide
gas sensor: An ultrahigh vacuum study

Yung Ho Kahng,1,a� Wei Lu,1 R. G. Tobin,1,b� Reza Loloee,2 and Ruby N. Ghosh2
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We report several experiments under ultrahigh vacuum conditions that elucidate the role of oxygen
in the functioning of silicon carbide field-effect gas sensors with nonporous platinum gates. The
devices studied are shown to be sensitive both to hydrogen and to propene. All of the results are
consistent with oxygen acting through its surface reactions with hydrogen. Three specific aspects are
highlighted: the need, under some conditions, for oxygen to reset the device to a fully
hydrogen-depleted state; competition between hydrogen oxidation and hydrogen diffusion to metal/
oxide interface sites, leading to steplike behavior as a function of the oxygen:hydrogen ratio
��-sensing�; and the removal of sulfur contamination by oxygen. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3093688�

I. INTRODUCTION

Metal-oxide-semiconductor devices based on silicon car-
bide, with gates made of catalytically active transition metals
such as platinum and palladium, show great promise as sen-
sors for hydrogen and other gases in harsh environments1

involving high temperatures �up to 1000 °C �Refs. 2–4�� and
corrosive gases.2,5,6 Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a
typical device. Such devices have been successfully demon-
strated for monitoring automotive exhaust,7,8 flue gases from
power plants,9–11 and selective catalytic reduction in diesel
engines.12

Our understanding of the sensing mechanism is based
largely on the pioneering work of Lundström and
co-workers,13–19 Kreisl et al.,20,21 and Salomonsson et al.22

on similar silicon-based devices. A series of careful studies
in ultrahigh vacuum was instrumental in elucidating the key
surface chemical processes involved.16–19 In the case of SiC
devices, the investigation of fundamental mechanisms has
been less extensive.23–25 Reference 26 presents a model of
the hydrogen/oxygen response of these SiC sensors operating
under atmospheric conditions at 700 K. There has been only
one reported UHV study, focusing on the influence of
sulfur.27 We extend that UHV investigation with a series of
observations centered on the role of oxygen, finding that oxi-
dation of adsorbed hydrogen to form OH and water on the
gate surface is the most important process.

Figure 1 also depicts schematically the major chemical
reactions involving the gate. The key reactions necessary for
hydrogen sensing are as follows:

�1� Dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on the gate surface
and its inverse, recombinative desorption,

H2�g� + 2Vs ↔ 2H�a� . �1�

Here Vs denotes a vacant adsorption site on the gate
surface, and the notations g and a refer to gas phase and
adsorbed species, respectively.

�2� Diffusion of the H atoms through the gate metal between
the gate surface and the metal/oxide interface, where
they produce a dipole layer that shifts the capacitance-
voltage �C-V� characteristic of the device toward a more
negative bias,

H�a� + Vi ↔ H�i� + Vs, �2�

where i denotes the metal/oxide interface. The sensor
signal is obtained by monitoring the chemically induced
shift in device potential, at constant capacitance, as a
function of hydrogen concentration. Because hydrogen
diffusion through the thin platinum layer is rapid at the
sensor operating temperature,26,28 the concentrations of
hydrogen on the gate surface and at the metal/oxide in-
terface can be assumed to be in thermal equilibrium at
all times.

a�Present address: Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science, Yu-
seong, Daejeon 305-340, Republic of Korea.

b�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
roger.tobin@tufts.edu.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic diagram of the device, showing the lay-
ered structure and the major surface reactions.
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The detailed nature of the metal/oxide interface and of
the hydrogen bonding sites is not fully understood. A de-
tailed study of Si-based Pd-gate devices found evidence for
sites on the oxide side of the interface,18 and a study of
Pt-gate devices suggested that good gas sensitivity occurs
only when the metal-oxide contact is poor.29 Our SiC-based
devices, however, operate at much higher temperatures, dis-
play different adsorption kinetics,11 and exhibit both strong
gas response and good film adhesion. In any case, for the
present study the details of the interface are not important:
all our analysis requires is that interface sites that give rise to
the sensor response exist and that diffusion from the Pt sur-
face to those sites be rapid.

Reference 26 reports experiments at atmospheric pres-
sure and elevated temperatures ��700 K� in which hydro-
gen was found to have an additional effect through its passi-
vation of electronic states at the SiO2–SiC interface. This
process was manifested through a slow and bias-dependent
component of the sensor response and through a change in
the shape of the C-V curve between hydrogen and oxygen
ambients. The effect was minimized by choosing the bias
point near midgap. Because of the choice of bias point and
the lower operating temperature in the present work, we do
not expect the role of hydrogen at the oxide-semiconductor
interface to be significant.

When oxygen is present in the gas phase, it can also
adsorb on the surface �for platinum gates, oxygen desorption
becomes significant above about 450 °C �Ref. 30�� and can
react with adsorbed hydrogen to form OH, which can then
react to form water, which rapidly desorbs,

O2�g� + 2Vs ↔ 2O�a� , �3�

O�a� + H�a� → OH�a� + Vs, �4�

OH�a� + H�a� → H2O�g� + 2Vs. �5�

This simplified model assumes a single type of adsorption
site for oxygen, hydrogen, and their reaction products and is
broadly consistent with what is known about the adsorption
and reaction of oxygen and hydrogen on Pt surfaces. A more
detailed kinetic analysis for the rough surfaces of our gates
would need to include the important role of steps and defects
in promoting both dissociation and reaction.31

These reactions can affect the sensor signal indirectly in
several ways: adsorbed oxygen can block surface adsorption
sites, preventing hydrogen from sticking, and it can remove
hydrogen from the surface through water formation and de-
sorption. The effect is indirect because oxygen does not in-
teract directly with hydrogen at the metal/oxide interface.
But by lowering the concentration of hydrogen on the gate
surface, it also reduces the concentration of interface hydro-
gen and thus the sensor signal. The influence of adsorbed
oxygen on the sensor signal under atmospheric conditions
has been discussed in Ref. 26.

If the gate metal is porous, additional effects involving
the oxide-gas and oxide-gas-metal interfaces must be consid-
ered, such as hydrogen or oxygen spillover from the metal to
the oxide.7,24 In the present studies, unlike those conducted

by other groups,9,11,12,24 the gates were continuous, nonpo-
rous gates in direct contact with the oxide,32 so these extra
processes do not arise. In particular, direct adsorption of oxy-
gen on the oxide surface, which has been proposed as an
important mechanism for porous-gate devices,24 is not sig-
nificant for the sensors studied here. Instead the model given
above, in which oxygen adsorbs and reacts only on the Pt
surface and has only indirect effects on the sensor signal, is
sufficient to explain the observed results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

With the exception of the measurements reported in Sec.
III A, the experiments reported here were carried out on a
single device, fabricated on an n-type 6H-SiC substrate
�Cree, Inc.�. The epitaxial layer was 3.6 �m thick with N
dopant density of 2.1�1016 N /cm3. The SiO2 layer was
39.5 nm thick and was grown by dry oxidation at 1150 °C
followed by a 900 °C argon anneal and a 1175 °C NO
anneal.33 The catalytic gates were 100 nm thick platinum,
grown by sputter deposition through a shadow mask at a
sample temperature of 350 °C in 2.5 mTorr Ar. Fifty-two
circular Pt gates were deposited on a 1 cm2 chip, with nomi-
nal diameters of 200, 300, 500, and 1000 �m. The back side
of the sample was metallized with 2 nm Ti followed by 100
nm Au. This deposition process yields continuous, nonpo-
rous gates in direct contact with the oxide.32 As a result our
devices differ, particularly in their response to gases other
than hydrogen, from those described by other groups that use
multilayer or porous Pt gates. Further details of the sample
preparation can be found in Refs. 27 and 34. After the gate
deposition, the sample was mounted on an alumina header
using silver paint �GC Electronics, Silver Print II�, and
25 �m thick gold wire was wire bonded to selected gates
and connected to gold pads on the header.

As has been observed previously,4,10,25 the as-fabricated
device showed little or no sensitivity to hydrogen. The
sample was therefore “activated” by alternating exposures of
1% O2 in N2 �5 min� and 10% H2 in N2 �3 min� for 7 h at a
flow rate of 40 SCCM �SCCM denotes standard cubic cen-
timeter per minute� while maintaining the device temperature
at 610 °C �see Ref. 11 for experimental details�. This proce-
dure greatly enhances the performance of the sensor35

through mechanisms that are not yet understood. One effect
of the activation procedure is clearly a roughening of the
Pt-gate surface that is visible both to the unaided eye and
under the microscope.27,35,36 Despite these dramatic changes
in appearance, the surface composition as revealed by Auger
electron spectroscopy �AES� remains pure Pt, and x-ray dif-
fraction measurements show that the bulk crystal structure
remains that of elemental platinum. The changes in the gate
during activation therefore appear to be purely morphologi-
cal rather than changes in composition.

Following activation, the sample was mounted in an ion-
pumped ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure of
�2�10−10 Torr and cleaned by standard surface science
methods. Details of cleaning, temperature control, and gas
dosing can be found in Ref. 27. Electrical measurements
were made in situ using a 1 MHz capacitance bridge. For
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sensor response measurements, a feedback system varied the
gate bias to keep the device at a constant capacitance, which
was selected near the midgap point for optimum
performance.26

Figure 2 illustrates one cycle of a typical sensor response
measurement. The sample was maintained at a constant tem-
perature of 527 °C �800 K� and biased at a fixed capacitance
of 450 pF near the midgap point of the C-V curve. The graph
shows the partial pressures of oxygen and hydrogen together
with the gate voltage �note the inverted scale for the voltage�
as a function of time. The sequence begins with the sample
in an oxygen-rich environment to provide a hydrogen-
depleted baseline. The oxygen flow is then stopped, and hy-
drogen is introduced to a specified partial pressure. The ac-
cumulation of hydrogen at the metal/oxide interface sites
shifts the C-V curve to lower voltages, so to maintain a con-
stant capacitance the bias voltage must be reduced. This bias
shift is the sensor response. The hydrogen valve is then
closed, oxygen is admitted to restore the hydrogen-depleted
state, and the process is repeated.

Figure 3 shows a typical sequence of such measurement
cycles, with varying hydrogen pressures, together with a plot
of sensor response as a function of hydrogen pressure de-
rived from the data. The device shows the Nernstian propor-
tionality of sensor response to the logarithm of hydrogen
pressure characteristic of electrochemical devices; for
silicon-based devices, this proportionality has been demon-
strated over nine orders of magnitude.16 Under UHV condi-
tions, we consistently observed this logarithmic dependence
of response on hydrogen pressure, but the slope
�23�3 mV /decade for the data shown� varied over the
course of several months of study. In studies of similar de-
vices under atmospheric conditions, the sensor response was
much larger11 and more closely proportional to the square
root �rather than the logarithm� of the hydrogen
concentration11 and was far more stable over time.32 The
variations in sensitivity under UHV conditions are not yet
understood but may arise from changes in gate
morphology.35

The same essential mechanism allows the detection of
any hydrogen-containing molecule that will dehydrogenate
on the surface of the catalytic gate. Many hydrocarbons meet
these criteria and can be detected,3,4,8,24,40 as can hydrogen
sulfide.37 Figure 4 shows the device response to propene
�C3H6�, a prototypical linear unsaturated hydrocarbon. A
strong response is observed. Quantitative sensitivity mea-
surements proved difficult, however, because we were unable
to obtain an accurate calibration of the propene partial pres-
sure and because of the long residence time of propene in the
UHV chamber. Note the increase in sensor signal when the
oxygen pressure is reduced at about 2500 s, even though no
additional propene was admitted to the chamber. This in-
crease is presumably a response to the high level of propene
remaining in the chamber from the previous exposure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Possible role of oxygen in hydrogen depletion
at low temperature

To be useful, a sensor’s response should be reversible—
when the stimulus is removed, the sensor signal should re-
turn to its baseline level. In the present context, reversibility
requires that when the hydrogen level in the gas is reduced,
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the concentration of hydrogen bonded at the metal-oxide in-
terface sites should also decrease, leading to a decrease in the
bias voltage shift. In the absence of oxygen, this process
must take place by diffusion of hydrogen atoms from inter-
face to surface sites, followed by recombinative desorption
of H2 from the Pt surface �Eqs. �1� and �2��. The rate of
recombinative desorption will depend on the surface hydro-
gen concentration, the temperature, and the catalytic activity
of the surface.

Figure 5 shows an experiment in which complete revers-
ibility could not be achieved by hydrogen desorption alone
but was accomplished by exposure of the device to oxygen.
The experiment was carried out at a relatively low tempera-
ture of 327 °C �600 K�, 200 K lower than the other sensor
measurements reported here, on a device that had not under-
gone “activation” outside the UHV chamber and therefore
had a smoother gate presumably with a lower density of
atomic defects and correspondingly lower catalytic activity

compared to those that were activated at atmospheric
pressure.35 In this case the device was held at fixed bias
voltage, and the change in device capacitance in response to
the gas exposures was monitored. The device was first ex-
posed to a hydrogen pulse �6�10−8 Torr�, resulting in a
shift in the capacitance. When the hydrogen was shut off, the
capacitance decreased due to the removal of hydrogen via
recombinative desorption but then decreased further when
the device was exposed to oxygen �1�10−8 Torr�. The se-
quence was then repeated with the same results.

Evidently, for this device at this relatively low operating
temperature, thermal desorption of hydrogen was insufficient
to reset the device to its fully hydrogen-depleted baseline
state, but that state could be easily achieved by a brief expo-
sure to oxygen, presumably through hydroxyl and water for-
mation followed by water desorption �Eqs. �4� and �5��.
Since both hydrogen desorption and water formation first
require that hydrogen atoms migrate from the metal/oxide
interface to the Pt surface, that migration step cannot be rate
limiting. Recombinative hydrogen desorption, however, is
second order in the surface hydrogen coverage since it re-
quires the reaction of two surface-adsorbed hydrogen atoms.
Therefore as the concentration of hydrogen in the device
drops, the rate of hydrogen desorption decreases even faster.
Hydroxyl and water formation, however, are first order in the
hydrogen coverage, so they remain efficient channels for de-
pleting the interface states even as the hydrogen concentra-
tion decreases.

These results are illustrative of the strong coupling be-
tween reactions on the gate surface and the occupation of the
metal/oxide interface sites that provide the sensor signal.
They also clearly demonstrate the role of oxygen in the re-
moval of hydrogen from the device. Because of the low op-
erating temperature and the use of a nonactivated gate, how-
ever, they may be of little direct relevance to practical
devices. With higher temperatures and a more active gate
surface, recombinative desorption of hydrogen, even without
oxygen, may be sufficient to deplete the interface states.

B. �-sensing behavior

Sensors that depend on the catalytic activity of a metal
gate tend to exhibit nearly step-function responses to the
inverse redox ratio �, which is a measure of the ratio of
oxidizing to reducing stream in the gas stream, defined so
that �=1 when the mixture is stoichiometric. Such behavior
is seen, for example, in the zirconia-based oxygen sensors
used in automotive exhaust systems,38 and it has previously
been observed for SiC field-effect sensors under
atmospheric-pressure conditions.25,39–41 Qualitatively, it re-
sults from a kinetic phase transition between oxygen-
dominated and hydrogen-dominated surface conditions.42

Figure 6 shows a similar step response observed under
UHV conditions. In these experiments, the sample was held
at 527 °C and exposed to a constant partial pressure of oxy-
gen, either 2�10−7 or 4�10−7 Torr. Hydrogen pulses at
various partial pressures, from 10−7 to 10−5 Torr, were ad-
mitted, with the oxygen partial pressure maintained at its
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constant level. The sensor signal was taken to be the bias
shift between the level in the oxygen background and the
level during the hydrogen pulse.

When the hydrogen pressure is substantially lower than
the oxygen pressure, the signal is very small because most of
the hydrogen is immediately oxidized and removed, so that
the hydrogen concentration on the gate surface, and therefore
also at the metal/oxide interface sites, is low. When the hy-
drogen pressure is substantially higher than the oxygen pres-
sure, the bias shift is much larger because not enough oxygen
is available to react with the hydrogen and the response ap-
proaches that of a clean sensor without oxygen. Between
these two limits is a narrow transition region where the sen-
sor response is roughly ten times more sensitive to hydrogen
pressure than in either limit. In this regime an increase in the
flux of hydrogen molecules reaching the surface increases
the surface hydrogen coverage �and therefore the sensor sig-
nal� both by increasing the rate of direct adsorption �Eq. �1��
and by reducing the concentration of surface oxygen and
therefore the rate at which hydrogen is removed from the
surface through water formation �Eqs. �4� and �5��.

The inset shows the same data plotted as a function of
the inverse redox ratio �,

� =
2�O2�
�H2�

, �6�

where �O2� and �H2� represent the effective partial pressures
of oxygen and hydrogen at the sample surface, as determined
from residual gas analyzer �RGA� readings corrected for the
doser enhancement �for oxygen� and RGA sensitivity.
Strictly speaking, the denominator in Eq. �6� should be a
weighted sum of the partial pressures of all the reducing
gases present in the ambient.40 During these measurements,
the only reducing gas �other than hydrogen� with a detectable
partial pressure was CO, and the partial pressures of CO
were always at least two orders of magnitude below that of
hydrogen and so could be neglected. Plotted in this way, the
two sets of data are virtually indistinguishable and show a

transition centered on �c�1.5, somewhat to the oxidizing
side of stoichiometry.

Measurements on a different gate on the same chip taken
several months later showed a smaller sensor response, but
the shape of the �-dependence was the same, with the same
value of �c and width of the transition region. The consis-
tency of the �-dependence, even as other device properties
change, probably reflects the fact that it is determined by the
catalytic activity of the Pt surface and is insensitive to the
internal properties of the metal-oxide-semiconductor struc-
ture.

The fact that the transition does not occur at �=1 is not
surprising. In a series of studies of the �-sensing behavior of
catalytic gate SiC field-effect sensors at atmospheric pres-
sure, Lloyd Spetz and co-workers25,39,41 observed transition
values �c from 1 to �2.5, depending on sensor temperature,
gas flow rates, and exposed area of catalytic surface. Their
analysis assumes the surface chemical model summarized in
Sec. I, in which the only role of oxygen is as a surface
reactant for hydroxyl and water formation. They distin-
guished three limiting regimes: injection limited, diffusion
limited, and reaction limited, depending on the extent to
which mass transport and reactions away from the sensor
gate affect the composition of the gas impinging on the gate
surface. The transition is expected to occur at the stoichio-
metric point �=1 only in the injection-limited case.25,39

Under UHV conditions, where the mean free path of a
gas molecule is much greater than the chamber dimensions,
the process is always “reaction limited,” and for low steady-
state coverages �i.e., if the temperature is high enough that
water formation reaction occurs rapidly� the transition value
�c is given by the ratio of the rates at which the reactants
arrive at and adsorb on the surface,39

�c =
vH2

vO2

SH

SO
=�mO2

mH2

SH

SO
= 4

SH

SO
, �7�

where v represents the average thermal velocity of each spe-
cies, m is its molecular mass, and S is its sticking coefficient.
Our observed value of �c thus suggests SH /SO�0.4. This
ratio is lower than one might expect �i.e., one might expect a
higher value of �c, even further to the oxidizing side of sto-
ichiometry�. Sticking coefficients on Pt�111� at room tem-
perature are approximately 0.05 for oxygen43,44 and 0.07–
0.10 for hydrogen.45–47 Dissociative sticking probabilities,
however, vary with sample temperature44,48 and are strongly
enhanced by the presence of surface defects such as
steps.43,45,46,48–50 As discussed in Sec. II, device activation
roughens the gate surface and must therefore produce a high
density of surface defects, but the detailed structure and its
effect on the surface reactivity are unknown. A ratio SH /SO

�0.4 is therefore not unreasonable and is consistent with our
model of the role of oxygen as a surface reactant.

Figure 7 shows a similar experiment with propene. The
results are qualitatively similar. In this case the RGA sensi-
tivity to propene is unknown, so an arbitrary sensitivity fac-
tor has been assumed to place the transition near �=1.5. The
shape of the curves and the fact that the transition occurs
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Sensor response as a function of hydrogen partial
pressure, in the presence of a constant oxygen background, for two oxygen
levels �indicated by the vertical arrows�. Inset: The same data plotted as a
function of the inverse redox ratio �.
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over the same � range for both oxygen pressures are mean-
ingful, but the numerical values of the propene pressure and
� values are not.

An interesting additional feature of the data, seen for
both gates studied and for both hydrogen and propene, is that
the sensor response under hydrogen-rich conditions is higher
for higher oxygen background pressure. Since the response is
measured as the difference in signal between the sensor in
hydrogen and in the oxygen background, it is possible that a
higher oxygen background more fully depletes the interface
states of hydrogen, leading to a larger bias shift.

C. Removal of adsorbed sulfur with hydrogen and
oxygen

A detailed study of the effects of sulfur on these devices
has been published elsewhere.27 Here we highlight results
relating to the influence of oxygen. Since sulfur is a well-
known poison for catalytic reactions on transition metal
surfaces,51–55 it is not surprising that exposure to hydrogen
sulfide under UHV conditions results in contamination of the
gate surface and suppresses the device response. This con-
tamination occurs even when oxygen or hydrogen is present
in the gas phase at levels much higher than that of the sul-
fide.

Figure 8 shows the response of the device, at 527 °C, to
alternating hydrogen and oxygen pulses before and immedi-
ately following a brief exposure to H2S. Before the experi-
ment AES showed that the gate surface was free of sulfur
and other contaminants, and immediately after the H2S dose
showed a sulfur coverage of 0.38 ML �ML: 1 ML=1 S
atom per surface Pt atom�. The oxygen partial pressure was
�10−10 Torr during the hydrogen pulses and �10−6 Torr
between them.

For the first two oxygen/hydrogen cycles following sul-
fur deposition �indicated with arrows�, the gate voltage shift
between the hydrogen and oxygen pulses is reduced by a
factor of �3 compared to the response to similar pulses on
the clean surface, demonstrating that sulfur contamination

adversely affects device response. The primary reason for
this reduced response is that the first two oxygen pulses do
not bring the bias back to its baseline level, suggesting that
adsorbed sulfur interferes with the surface reactions by
which oxygen removes hydrogen, possibly by impeding the
dissociation of oxygen molecules.

The third oxygen pulse restores the device to its baseline
condition, and subsequent sensor responses are comparable
to those observed before the sulfur was deposited. An AES
spectrum measured after the complete measurement se-
quence showed no detectable sulfur on the surface, and the
C-V curve of the device was unchanged from before the
experiment. Exposure to oxygen, even at these very low
pressures, effectively cleans the surface of adsorbed sulfur
within a few minutes of exposure, probably by the formation
and thermal desorption of sulfur dioxide �SO2�.

The kinetics of the sulfur removal reaction, however, are
complex and depend strongly on the sulfur coverage. At high
sulfur coverage, very few surface sites are available for oxy-
gen dissociation and adsorption, and the reaction rate is ex-
tremely low. When enough sulfur has been removed that
openings begin to appear in the sulfur layer, the reaction rate
accelerates dramatically. This highly nonlinear behavior,
which has also been reported in single-crystal studies,56–58

explains the abrupt reappearance of the sensor response after
two hydrogen/oxygen cycles following sulfur exposure in
Fig. 8. This behavior is explored and discussed in greater
detail in Ref. 27. Even when the gate surface is saturated
with sulfur, however �coverage of 0.6 ML�, the sulfur can be
completely removed by exposure to 10−4 Torr of oxygen for
several minutes.27

IV. CONCLUSION

The experiments presented above illustrate the crucial
but indirect influence of oxygen on the functioning of SiC
field-effect sensors with nonporous platinum gates. The sen-
sor response arises from hydrogen atoms that diffuse from
the gate surface to the metal/oxide interface. Catalytic oxi-
dation of hydrogen to OH and to H2O, followed by water

FIG. 7. �Color online� Sensor response as a function of approximate pro-
pene partial pressure, in the presence of a constant oxygen background, for
two oxygen levels �indicated by the vertical arrows�. Inset: The same data
plotted as a function of the inverse redox ratio �. Since the RGA sensitivity
to propene is not known, the quantitative values of propene pressure and �
are arbitrary.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Sensor response to a sequence of alternating hydro-
gen and oxygen pulses, starting from a clean sample, before and after ex-
posure to a pulse of hydrogen sulfide. An AES spectrum immediately after
the H2S dose showed a sulfur coverage of 0.4 ML. For the first two hydro-
gen pulses after the H2S dose �indicated with arrows�, the sensor’s voltage
shift is reduced by �70% compared to the clean gate. After the third pulse,
the sensor returned to its clean-gate behavior. An AES spectrum at the end
of the sequence found no detectable sulfur on the surface. From Kahng,
Tobin, Loloee, and Ghosh, J. Appl. Phys. 102, 064505 �2007�. ©2007,
American Institute of Physics.
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desorption, effectively removes hydrogen from the surface,
reducing the hydrogen concentration at the metal-oxide in-
terface sites. On a single device operated at low temperature
and with a nonactivated gate, this reaction was found to be
necessary for the complete depletion of the interface sites
and therefore essential to the reversible operation of the sen-
sor. For the higher catalytic activity and operating tempera-
tures typical of operational devices, thermal desorption of
hydrogen may be rapid enough for full reversibility, but these
data nevertheless provide a clear illustration of the coupling
between surface hydrogen-oxygen reactions and the occupa-
tion of metal/oxide interface sites. The oxidation reaction can
also compete with the sensing process, reducing sensor re-
sponse when the hydrogen/oxygen ratio is low. Finally, oxy-
gen can also be important for removing undesirable impuri-
ties such as sulfur and carbon from the surface.
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